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Abstract. A periodic optical filter based on a Michelson in-
terferometer with a three-mirror Gire-Tournois resonator in
one of the two arms is analyzed. We derive the general con-
dition for the occurrence of flattop spectra. The results show
that flattop spectra can be obtained by suitably choosing the
reflective coefficients of individual mirrors. © 2005 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1885489]
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1 Introduction

One of the key components in DWDM systems is t
multi-channel periodic optical filter. In order to avoid los
penalties, a filter with a flattop spectrum is highly desirab
Devices based on waveguides1 and optical fibers, including
fiber delay lines2 and fiber Bragg gratings3 have been pro-
posed to create flattop periodic filters. Recently, Din
et al.4,5 proposed a robust approach by using a two-mir
Gire-Tournois resonator~2MGTR! in one of the interfer-
ometer arms to achieve flattop spectral response, w
Hsieh et al.6 used two 2MGTRs, one in each interferome
arm. In this paper, we present a periodic flattop filter, ba
on a multi-cavity, three-mirror Gire-Tournois resonat
~3MGTR!, in a Michelson interferometer~MI !. We present
the analytical expression for the optimum conditions for
occurrence of flattop spectral response. By using a mu
cavity etalon, the filter has many sets of optimum valu
greatly relaxing the design conditions needed to achi
superior device performance in terms of flattop bandwi
and steepness. We note that while optical filters may
analyzed by using a Z-transform in a signal process
approach,7 our approach is based on two-beam interfero
etry analysis with physical considerations to obtain anal
cal expressions for the optimum design.
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2 Filter Architecture and Optimal Design

The periodic optical filter under study is shown in Fig. 1.
is a modified MI, consisting of one 50:50 beam splitter, o
100% reflective mirror (M3), and a 3MGTR. The lengths
of the arms of the interferometer areL1 and L2 . The
3MGTR is a special two-cavity Fabry-Perot etalon wi
two partially reflective mirrors (M1 and M2) and one 100%
reflective mirror (M0) at rear. The cavity length of the eta
lon is d, and the lengths of the two cavities are identic
The reflective coefficients of M1 and M2 are r 1 and r 2 ,
respectively. To find the complex reflection coefficient o
3MGTR, the 3MGTR can be considered as a 2MGTR co
structed with a partially reflecting mirror M3 and an equiva-
lent reflecting mirror 2MGTR with a relative phase shift
u2M , given in Refs. 8 and 4. Thus, the reflection coefficie
r 3M and the relative phase shiftu3M of a 3MGTR can be
obtained by using the results of the 2MGTR:

r 3M5
2r 21e2 i ~2d1u2M !

12r 2e2 i ~2d1u2M !
5eiu3M, ~1!

u3M522 tan21@a2 tan~d1u2M/2!#, ~2!

with

u2M522 tan21~a1 tand!, ~3!

a1,25~11r 1,2!/~12r 1,2!, ~4!

whered5nbd, is the one-way phase factor of the sing
cavity of 3MGTR;a1 anda2 are defined as reflective fac
tors; n is the refractive index of the material of the cavit
b52p/l is the propagation constant in free space withl
the wavelength of light in vacuum. The 3MGTR is an a
pass filter and the resultant amplitude of the electrical fi
is unity while the resultant phase is determined by the
flective coefficients of the mirrors. This is the property th
gives the filter its specific characteristics.

In general, to ensure that the spectrum of the transmi
output will have a flattop response, the one-way phase
tor d has to be equal to twice the phase difference betw
the two interferometer arms, i.e.,d52bDL,4–6 hereDL1

2L2 is the difference of the lengths from the beam split
to the two arms. Then the normalized output intensity c
be written as

$11cos@u3M1d#%/2. ~5!

In order to obtain a unity transmission, the following equ
tion has to be satisfied:

22 tan21$a2 tan@d2tan21~a1 tand!#%1d52mp. ~6!

One can see that a unity transmission is always pre
when d52mp, which is the resonance condition of
3MGTR and gives the position of the center peak. To f
ther simplify Eq.~6! one can also find the second conditio
for unity transmission

2~12a1!a25@11a1 tan2 d#@12tan2~d/2!#. ~7!
-1 April 2005/Vol. 44(4)
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Wei and Lit: Periodic filters . . .
Fig. 1 Schematic of three-mirror Gire-Tournois resonator based
Michelson interferometer.
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Fig. 2 (a) Normalized intensities of 3MGTR based MI with reflective
coefficient r2 of 20.14 (dotted line), 20.24 (solid line), and 20.34
(dashed line). (b) Normalized intensities for different configurations
[MI (dotted line); 2MGTR based MI (dashed line); 3MGTR based MI
(solid line)].
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which gives two side peaks. By substitutingd52mp into
Eq. ~6!, Eq. ~6! becomes:

2a2~12a1!51. ~8!

With this condition, the triple peaks will overlap and giv
the transmission peak a flat top, and Eq.~8! is the optimum
condition for flattop spectral responses. As an example
Fig. 2~a! we plot the transmission curves with the reflecti
coefficient r 2 as a parameter andr 1 fixed at 20.68. The
optimum value ofr 2 is 20.24 if we chooser 1 to be20.68
according to Eq.~8!. Figure 2~a! clearly shows that with the
optimal design, the transmission curve has a flattop sp
trum shown as a solid line. When the reflectivity of M2 is
lower or higher than the optimum value, the spectrum
triple peaks shown as a dotted line, or a single peak wi
rounded top shown as a dashed line.

Equation~8! tells us that there are numerous pairs ofr 1

andr 2 , which would give the flattop spectral responses
3MGTR based filters. Of specific interest are the followi
two special cases when the 3MGTR becomes a 2MG
The first situation is whenr 1521, i.e., a150. The
3MGTR becomes a 2MGTR. By using Eq.~8!, we can find
that the general optimum condition for a 2MGTR-bas
periodic filter is a251/2, which gives rise to r 2

521/3. Another extreme situation is whenr 1521/3, i.e.,
a151/2, which results in r 250. This again gives a
2MGTR-based periodic filter. Both results are consist
with the one shown in Ref. 5. The 3MGTR allows mu
more suitable choices for optimal designs compared w
only one optimal value for the 2MGTR. More importantl
the 3MGTR-based design may enhance the optical per
mance of the filters in terms of the bandwidth of the flatt
region and steepness, as can be seen in Fig. 2~b!. Figure
2~b! gives the transmission spectra for three different c
figurations: standard MI, 2MGTR-based MI, and 3MGT
based MI. In Fig. 2~b!, the reflective coefficients of the
mirrors are chosen to be 1 for the standard MI,21/3 for the
partially reflective mirror of 2MGTR, and20.63 and
-

.

-

20.214 for the two partially reflective mirrors of 3MGTR
Figure 2~b! clearly displays that the 3MGTR-based MI ha
an improved performance compared with the 2MGT
based MI or the standard MI in terms of bandwidth a
slope.

3 Conclusions

To summarize, we have theoretically studied periodic op
cal filters based on a multi-cavity GTR-based MI. The ge
eral condition for the occurrence of flattop transmissi
passband for a 3MGTR-based periodic filter is derived. T
result shows that a 3MGTR-based filter is superior to
2MGTR since it could provide a much wider bandwid
and very steep slope when reflective coefficients are s
ably chosen.
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